
Blancco Drive Eraser version 7.5.0 and Drive Eraser 
Configuration Tool 3.5.0 have been released!
Features:

 - Embed a workflow in BDE for offline usage.ALBUS-8114, ALBUST-1027
ALBUS-6565, ALBUST-1025 - Report the erasures of "not supported" drives.

 - Cellular modem detection & SIM card presence diagnostic.ALBUS-6773, ALBUST-1028, WFE-207
 - Disabling locks (SID Block Authentication).ALBUS-9060, ALBUST-1022

 - Add progress and time left to workflow attributes.ALBUS-9142, WFE-208
 - Configuration Tool: new tabs and other improvements.ALBUST-473, ALBUST-941, ALBUST-1036

Improvements and Bug fixes:

 - When a Sanitize Overwrite command is executed on drives connected to some storage controllers, the command is executed 16 ALBUS-9392
times which is very long and risks bricking the drive. So SOW is not supported anymore on these controllers.

 - Fixing a problem where the SOW command would be caught in an eternal loop instead of failing.ALBUS-9450
 - Fixing an issue where drives processed in a workflow would not be erased due to an apparent lack of licenses.ALBUS-9393
 - Fixing an internal problem where a file could be closed twice.ALBUS-9558

This resulted in sporadic issues in case of erasing multiple drives with partitions.
 - Fixing a network booting issue where machines would not be able to boot.ALBUS-9508

Occurred mostly on servers.
 - Fixing a problem where leading zeroes in a custom field value would be trimmed.ALBUS-9513
 - Fixing a report issue where, if a drive would become offline and the erasure failed, the report would still display orange disclaimers ALBUS-8684

and green messages around some erased areas.
 - Fixing an issue where issuing a firmware command on an Intel Optane NVMe would freeze the user interface.ALBUS-8918
 - Fixing a rare case where the drive progress bar would not turn red in case of a failure.ALBUS-9376
 - Fixing a problem where collecting a crash report did not always work.ALBUS-9490
 - Fixing an issue where HP EliteBook 850 G8 could not get a dynamic IP address.ALBUS-9446

 - Fixing several regression issues where the touchpad support stopped working on e.ALBUS-9504, ALBUS-9437, ALBUS-9443, ALBUS-9462
g., HP G7 and HP G8 laptops (EliteBook, ProBook) or Intel 11th generation laptops.

 - Fixing several issues where the Wi-Fi adapter support did not work on e.g., Realtek RTL8822CE / RTL8821CE / ALBUS-8038, ALBUS-9432
RTL8822BE.

 - Fixing a problem where the Wi-Fi support on Surface Pro 4 was  lost (88W8897 [AVASTAR] 802.11ac Wireless).ALBUS-9516
 - Fixing inconsistencies in the way the drives are displayed in Manual or Workflow processes.ALBUS-9286

Depending on the screen resolution, the drives will always be shown in two columns (higher resolutions) or in one column (lower 
resolutions).

 - Fixing the erasure on 4TB Seagate Backup Plus (USB) disks, it was failing during the post-erasure capacity check.ALBUS-9378
 - Fixing a booting problem on some laptops equipped with Intel 11th generation CPUs.ALBUS-9436
 - Fixing a problem where popups from some hardware tests would be shown on other tests.ALBUS-9540
 - Fixing an issue where the popup "Waiting for connection to Blancco Management Console" was missing.ALBUS-8405
 - Fixing a bug where a BDE CD mounted on a machine (e.g., to boot it) would be shown as a valid location to store reports.ALBUS-8441
 - The screensaver can notify if exceptions have been discovered during the Chromebook processing.ALBUS-8923
 - Fixing an issue where saving an issue report during the erasure in Automatic process would pop a second "Issue report" window ALBUS-9395

before sending the final report.
 - Various ALBUS-8309, ALBUS-8323, ALBUS-8426, ALBUS-8736, ALBUS-9025, ALBUS-9225, ALBUS-9402, ALBUS-9426, ALBUS-9427

improvements in the BDE user interface (improved firmware animation - erasure step and screensaver, better UI contrast, better hints in regular 
expressions, Standby label hidden if disk spins, better refreshing of the License icon, hiding incorrect drive temperatures, limiting the report name 
to 255 chars, better rendering of Hexviewer buttons, removing some overlapping settings, repairing some cropped strings).

 - Various improvements in some Workflow actions (Message timer, ALBUS-8255, ALBUS-8269, ALBUS-8279, ALBUS-9198, ALBUS-9195
"Send Issue Report" supports variables).

 - Various improvements in the BDECT user interface ("%" symbol ALBUST-1001, ALBUST-1014, ALBUST-1016, ALBUST-930, ALBUST-1062
in the verification setting, minimum timeout of 1 for the controller mode configuration, removing caching of numerical values, reducing numerical 
input boxes size, adding missing tooltips).

More information available in the Detailed Release Notes, please request it from your Sales or Support Representative.
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